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In low Earth orbit, the geomagnetic field _ is strong enough that secOndary
electrons emitted from spacecraft surfaces have an average gyroradius much smaller
than typical dimensions of large spacecraft. This implies that escape of secondaries
will be Strongly inhibited on surfaces which are nearly parallel to _, even if a
repelling electric field exists outside them. This effect is likely to make an
,_' important contribution to the current balance and hence the equilibrium potential of
: such surfaces, making high-voltage charging of them more likely. We present
.... _ numerically-calculated escaping secondary electron fluxes for these conditions. For
_:_.. use in numerical spacecraft-charging simulations, we also present an analytic
i_ curve-fit to these results, accurate to within 3% of the emitted current. -.
!-.
; I. INTRODUCTION
•= : The prediction of high-voltage charging or other environmental effects on a
spacecraft in low Earth orbit appears likely to be more complicated than in geosta-
' tionary_rbit, for at least three reasons.
i ? These reasons are: (a) space charge effects (on sheath and wake potentials) are
more important, because space-charge densities are much higher (the Debye length is
no longer >> typical spacecraft dimensions) (b) ion flow effects are more important,
because spacecraft orbital speed >_ ion thermal spees (c) the geomagnetic+field B is
° likely to h_ve an important influence on charged-particle motions because B is now
much larger. 'd not all of the average particle gyroradii of importance are any
longer >> typical spacecraft dimensions.
We wish to investigate an important consequence of (c), which concerns the
escape of secondary electrons emitted from spaCecra_t surfaces. Our discussion will
also apply, with minor modifications, to photoelectron or backscattered-electron
escape. In low Earth orbit, in the auroral-zone geomagnetic field (I_I = 0.44 gauss=
4.4 × 10-ST}, the gyroradius of a "typical" 3eV secondary electron an_ a I0 keV auroral
electron are 13 cm a_d 8 n, respectively. The averag_ gyroradius of "cold2 iono-
spheric electrons (temperature T = 0. i eV)in the same B is even smaller (2 cm), but
this is not an important parameter in most cases because these electrons are repelled
if the spacecraft potential is negative, and their density is then well-approximated
by a Boltzmann factor, which is unaltered by _ effects.
The reason why B affects secondary-electron peis shown in Fig. I. in Fig.
i. l(a), the spacecraft surface is perpendicular to B, and the emitted electrons, which
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i experience an electric force -eE directed away from the surface, all escape, _elping
i to discharge it. In Fig. l(b), the spacecraft surface i_ nearly parallel to B, and
! ' almost all of the emittc_ electron_ return to it., _ven though they still experienc_
_=_ an electric force directed aWay from it .....These electrons therefore are unabi_ to
i u:,_
help discl%arge it, So a surface nearly parallel to _s more likely to _harge to a
large ne@atiVe voltage. Note that the component of E wh/chis perpendic_1_ar to
_' rosuits only in an--_× _ drift paralle_ to the surface.
: For any object much larger than 13 cm, the escape of secondary electrons will be
_" strongly affected by this process. For example, most SurfaCes on the Shuttle are
.... effectively "infinite planes" by this criterion. On the other hand, the average
!_- gyroradius of high-energy auroral electrons is comparable to Shuttle dimensions, so
_ the deposition of these electrons onto Shuttle surfaces is likely to be only moder-
i_: ately inhibited.
For a larger object (size >> 8 m), depositio_of auroral electrons will also
!_i:!_:ii: become strongly orientation-dependent, with both co_lection and escape of electronsnow being inhibited on surfaces n_arly parallel to B. This suggests that
i-i.... high-voltage charging of such _urfaces may be more likely on objects of intermediate
i._,_., size than on either larger or smaller ones. In th- calculation of Parks and Katz I,
Katz and Parks 2, the tendency toward high-voltage charging increased with spacecraft
_:_, size because in their model, ion collection increased less rapidly with spacecraft
_._._ii" size than did electron collection. To determine which of these two effects predomin-
___ ates will require more detailed calculations than have been done so far.
i_iI_ As already mentioned, strong ion flew e_fects also are generally present in low
orbit; the ion speed ratios (flow speed/most probable ion thermal speed) for H+ at
1 keV, H+ at 0. i eV, and 0+ at 0.i eV are 0.02, i_8, and ?.3, respectively. Whenever
!_, the latter is the predominant ion species, ion collection on downstream surfaces will
_ therefore be lyinhibited. If a surface is simUltaneously downstream and nearly
: _: parallel to B, as is likely to be the case in the auroral zones, then the tendency
_o_-i_ for high-voltage charging to occur on it will be greatly increased (Fig. 2)
L_! To "straightforwardly" include B effects on secondary electron emission in a
_ large two or three dimensional simulation program would involve the numerical integr-
ation of very large numbers of secondary-electron orbits. The resulting computing costs
if: usua_ywould be formidable, especially since these orbits would have relatively large
i_i curvatures. A desirable alternative is to "parameterize" the situation by treating
_." in advance a simplified but still sufficiently realistic model problem. In order to
i_ do this, we make the approximations described in the next Section.
i _"- 2. THEORY FOR _ I_ORMAL TO SURFACE
IC
!_',i We assume t_at th_ spacecraft surface is an infinite plane, and the electric and
_ magnetic fields E and B outside it are unifomn. In the work presented here, we _Iso
i assume that the electric force -eE on electrons is directed along the outward normal
!_' to the surface; here e is the magnitude of the elementary charge. This assumption is
i _ to be relaxed in a later paper" (J.G. Laframboise, to be published) in order to permitb
variations of potential along the surface to be t&ken into account. We assume that
the secondary electrons are emitted with a Maxwellian distribution corresponding to a
temperature T. The ratio i = I/I o of escaping to emitted flux is then a function of
two parameters: the angle O between the surface normal and the direction of B (Fig.3),
and a parameter describing the strength of E. A convenient choice for this parameter
is the d_fference in potential across a mean secondary-electron gyroradius a =(i/eB)
(wmkT/2) _, _ivided by kT/e, where m is electron mass and k is Boltzmann's constant.
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!-__ Thi_ quotient iS:
•, ¢ - _ (2.1)
_i_' ii This quantity a/sO .l'aSan alterm_tive,_.mere.useful interpretation.._ it i._ the-
_i _ ratio of the magnitude. IE x_/B 2 of th_ E x B c_r_ft speed, to one-half the meanthermal spe d (SkT/wm) h of th0 emitted electrons. It _q useful to estlmate the value
of ¢ for a high-voltage spacecraft sheath An low-orbit conditions. To do thiS, we
_ use the sheath solutior_ of Al'pert et al (Rcf. 3, Table XXIV and Fig. 72). For a 1 kV
and a 5 kV sheath around a sphere of r0x/ius 3m in a collisionless plasma having an
:-'_,_ amb[ent ion temperature of O.IV, number density of 3 x I05 cm -3, and resultant (ion)
_--_./' _i
_: Debye length of 0.43 cm, their results giVe_ respectiVely, sheath thicknesses of 2.6
_! and 6.1 m, and surface electric fields E = 0.86 and 2.9 kV/m. Using B = 4.4 x 10-ST and
T= 3 eV for Secondary electrons, we then obtain £ = 33.9 and I14.2. Both of these
are relatively large values, whose significance can be understood if we consider what
would happen if E were infinite.
In this limit, it is easy to show that secondary electrons would all escape
-:_ _ unless B were exactly parallel to the surface (8 were 90°) This can be shown as
_i, ,..
_' !_. follows. In this limit, secondary electrons would have no "thermal" motion. The
__i i_?"' (y,Z) projection of their motion would then be similar to that shown in Fig. 4. This
i_i_i!__i motion would be the sum of: (i) an_x drift in the y direction (ii) a uniform
.'_',_ acceleration along B, Whose projection in the (y,z) plane would be upward (iii) just
_ enough gyromotion to produce a cycloidal path when combined with (i), so that in the
,_i. absence of (ii), the electron would (just) return to the surface at the end of each
,_,; gyroperiod. In the presence of (ii), these "return points" are displaced upward by
progressively increasing amounts (Fig. 4), so the electron can never return to the
:_;_ surface, unless _ is exactly parallel to the surface, so that the-upward component of
:_t! -e_ along _ vanishes.
i-! This result suggests that for large finite values of ¢ (including the values
/_ calculated above), electron escape is likely to be almost complete except for 0 very
_'_ near 90°, where it should drop to zero very steeply. The occurrence of high-voltage
_iIi:• charging in marginal circumstances may therefore depend very strongly on the precise
_'_, orientation of a surface. •
i_i' The escaping secondary-electron flux is given by:
_!, ._ ox.& oy _ 2kT J Vox,Voy,Voz)Voz dv (2.2) ,
i_.i where: vo is the i_itial velocity of an emitted electron, f(_o) -d3n/d3_o is the
ZI_" velocity distribution of emitted electrons, n is a reference number density_ and
H(v o) is equal to 1 for "scap_ng electrons and 0 for those which return to the
_-_ .. surface. The emitted flux is:
_{ I = n (kT/2wm) _. (2.3)
_i. We also introduce the dimensionless velocity:
u = _(m/2kT) _, (2.4)
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Equation (2.2) tllen becomes :
:-o = _- du dUoz uo z _ 02 ll(uox,Uov,.oz )
. - _- o kma _ (uox, Uov) .k+l r 2 .
ox k_l
i j ox,i. my,.3 k..-..1 ' ' (2.5)
which is in a form suitable for numerical summation. Tile quantities u_. ,u_ ,
• _ m,l_ lira.2.
.... ,u . are the values of Uoz for which H changes between 0 and _ tar each
Uo x an_Im,kmaxUoy. These values must be found by numerically determining which particle
orbits reimpact the surface. These orbits can, however, be determined in analytic
form, with time as a parameter. To do this, we use the coordinate system shown in
Fig. 3, together with a y-axis (not shown) directed into the plane of the l,igure.
The equation Of motion for an electron is:
; "% e +  "_
v = - -- (E+vxB). (2.6)
m .i
" We solve this with the initial conditions _ = y = _ = 0, v Vy and v = Vet1.
i-_--,, We introduce the dimensionless variables :.......... _ = v°_' = V°Y' n
! ' Ex _/_-m _ yE _m
i_ _ = -- _2kT ' _Y- B-_T'--'" , etc;L_ x B
..... x =x/E, = y/_, etc;
!_ (2.7)
_ T= _ct = (eB/m) t.
! :.
In the present work, C x and e y are both zero, but for future use, we h_ve .............
i retained these quantities in the formulas below. We obtain:
Uo_=Uox sin8 + Uoz cos 8;
uo_ =-Uox cos 8+ Uoz sin8 ;
1%z2 + %= _ _ Uo_ _;
y Uoy - _- e.n sin _+ ¢ (cos _ -I) + _ Cn • ;; Uo_ w
,I {: }2 +2 2 2 En (1-cosT) -_eyT; (2.8)i_ _ = UO_ W _ sinT + Uoy
=_' cos o+_ sino.
'U
Equations (2.8) can also be differentiated to find dz/d_. The numerical procedure
for finding the quantities Ulim, k in Eq. (2.5) then involves calculating _z and d_/d_
at a succession of points along an orbit (the electron will reimpact during the first
gyrOperiod 0 < T <. 2w if at all, So this interval always suffices), and making the
appropriate tests on these quantities to find out whether the orbit reimpacts or
escapes. For each uo_ . and Uo,,,_, this is done for a succession of values of Uoz.J
These tests also yiel_'%he loca_ minimum of _(T) if one exists. Whenever a change
occurs between ne escape and escape from one Such value of Uoz to the next, an
interpolation using these minima can be used to provide the corresponding value of
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U_im, k. In cases wi]ere 'chey are unavailable, the arithmetic mean of tl%e tw6 ._ucces-
sl,_e uo_ values is used. This completes tile defJnit:i_n Qf the procedure used for cal-
m' culating the ratio I/I c of escaping to emitted flux.
--.' 3. [4_:SULTS AND D]:SC_SSION
Encapinq secondary-electron current densit£es, computed a_; described in Sec. 2,
are shown in Table i and F£g. 5. Each value of i -=:f/Io was calculated using 191808
< 4.5, -4.5 < < 4.5, and 0 <
_ orbits, evenly spaced £n tile intervals -4_ 5 <-uox . - Uoy - -
Uoz _ 4.5, with points on the orbits calculated at intcrcal_ AT-w/45. For 8 values
each of c and O, tlle resulting calculation took 83 hr total on a Hewlett-Packard
-_ 1000F minicomputer witl, Vector Instruction Set. The results are accurate to within i
about 0.5% or better. Tile result for _ = 0 is just the analytic _=esult i = cos 0 . To
,: see why this is so, we consider the electron orbit shown in Fig. 6, which has been
fictitiously oxtendect So as to pass through the surface and re-emerge from it. In
tile absence of an electric field (¢ = 0), this orbit has the same speed at the
re-emergence point C as at the-emission point A. Since we have also assumed that the
emitted v locity distribution is isotropic, and therefore a function of speed only,
- | thereal orbit, for which C is the emission point, must carry the same population as i]I
woulc_ the fictitious re-emerged orbit. The flux crossing the reference surface DE,
_%_ which is_L_, is therefore the same as if such passagesand re-emergences actually
_:: occurred, and is the same as if another reference surface FG, also l_, were emitting
___i_ electrons having the same velocity distribution. However, in reality, the electrons
_ come from the real surface HJ, which is not J_ B, and all the electron-orbit guiding
_: centers which are inside any given magnetic-flux tube through DE will also be inside
the projection of the snme flux tube onto HJ, and the ratio of the intersection areas
-%" of this tube with HJ and DE is just Sec 8. The ratio of escaping to emitted flux
_ must th£refore be the reciprocal of this, or cos 8 , as stated above.
_' Also evident in Fig. 5 is the fact, mentioned in Sec. 2 that when _ is large
._ ;
enough, electron escape becomes essentially complete except when 8 is very nearly 90O.
In a real situation, E would not be uniform, but would decrease with distance from
the surface, contrary to our assumptions. Our results can therefore be expected to
overestimate electron escape. This would probably not be a large effect, but this
presumption remains to be verified. An approximate compensation for it can be made
by calculating E using an electric field value which is averaged over the first mean
=_. gyroradius distance from the surfaCe.
The results in Table 1 are approximated to within 2.5% of Io by the empirical
-_" formUla :
c = £n (90°/8); (3.1)
i = cos [90 ° exp(-ac-bc 2)].
This formula also has the correct limiting behavior when _ X or=, or e Tor 90O.
_- . An approximation formula for the emitted flux is also available [Eqs. (5) and
, ;t81
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) (6) of Lafral,bois_ et al, _ef. 4, and Lafram|_ise and KamitsuNa, _nf. 5].
!;
I
ii1_7: 4. CALCHLATION OF SECO_IDARY=ELECTRO_ DENSITIES
_nce the _eca,ldi%ry_eJectr_n e_eapo f!uxe._ ,_re known (so.e. 3), a _impl_, iiiexii_.n._
sire, approximate calculi, t_ of their spaee-eh_irqe density distribution can be ;lot
• up. Tile p_opcis¢,_dmethod _.q a_ foll_ws: (l) ignore tile qyromot:ion of tile secondaTy
electrons on_o they have escaped. The._r mot_:o_ then _nvolven. (a) all acuele_"ation
_l¢i_j maqnOtlc field llnos, of amount -(o/m)E.B/B (I)) a drl,ft motlo,i of velocity
E × B/B _ acros_ maqlietJo field hines. (2) Intoqrate enouqh of th0 trajectories
de£in_d by t|l.%smo_ion (i.e. _he_r qu_dinq-center tr{ijectories) to define trajectory
tubes whose cross-sectioli at any point can be calculated with suff£cient accuracyt
the method described by La_'ra,,boJse et al (Ref. 6, Sec. 7), can be used to calculate
th0 area of a trajectory tube witI%out reference to neighbouring trajectories. (3)
Calculate their space-charge density n({) at any point by (a) ignorinq tile "thermal"
spread of their velocities (b) then invoking the fact that their density x their
velocity [as given by the orbit integration mentioned in (2)], x the cross-sectional
area A(_) of the t_ajectory tube (which must be calculated in a plane J. the traject-
_ " dry) at the poii.t r in question, = a constant (whose value is given by tile initial
ii/ conditions at the point on the spacecraft where the trajectory originates) (c) find-
_;,i ing their velocity at the point in question by using energy conservation, together
_, with the values of electric potential $ (_) and _o at that point and the emission
point, and their assumed velocity vo at the emission point. The result is:
}=,<>.,,o -,o:] <,.,,iT,_i•
4::_ where nov o .is the escaping flux calculated in Sec. 3. At most positions, n(_) will
.!:¢'
;71 be insensitive to the precise va_ue assumed for re2; assuming that vo = the
one-sided thermal speed (2kT/_m) -_will suffice for most purposes.
{. <t;;;s"
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__,_i<_,,i Values of the ratio i =I/I o of escaping to emitted [lux, _!._:_,' 'arious values of 8,
!-__ the angle (in degrees) between the surface normaJ e_xC -'_ magnetic field di_',,ctiu_,
'._"i and _, the nondime.lsional repelling electr_,_ f_.,:l.__t.t,_ngth. These two quantities
appear in the table as THE"A and EPS, respe<_:i,,_ly. These results ar_ accurat_ to
i_ within about 0.5% o_ better; thus the differe_.ces between .999 and 1.000 in the Table
_'i_" are not significant. For 8 = 0°, i = 1 for all values of _.
)
':llp-,_/,
t_
i
_>_": Figure i. Effect of surface orientation on escape of emitted electrons. In (a), the
spacecraft surface is perpendicular to the magnetic field B, and the emitted electrun_
"_- which experience an electric force -e_ directed away from the surface, all _.scape. In
_;' ' r (b), the spacecraft surface is nearly parallel to B, and almost all of the emitted
! -_;' electrons return to the surface, even though they still experiencu an electric force
_,_':_ directed away from it. Note that the co_nponent of _ perpendicular to _ results only
in an "_"x_ drift parallel to the surface.
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Figure 2. Spacecraft simultaneously in a collisionless ion flow and a magnetic field
9.
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Figure 4. Example of an electron orbit having zero initial velocity. The magnetic
field _ 'kS parallel to tile (x,z) plane, and makes an angle e = 75 ° with the z _e._,s.
£ = I. Three gyroperiods of the orbit (0 < T < 6_1 are shown.
i:
.5;
1.0 i
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0.2
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Figure 5. Ratio i = I/I o of escaping to emitted secondary-electron flux, as a funct-
ion of the angle 0 between the surface normal and the magnetic field direction, foE
variouo values of the repelling electric field strength parameter e = (E/B) _m/2kT) _.
The result for E = O is given by i = cos e.
i
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Figure 6. Electron orbit for £ = O, fictitiously extended so as to pass through the
" surface and re-emerge from it.-...........................................
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